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Trust, 1993, and Georgina Russell, 'The Wellcome Historical Medical Museum's disposal of non-medical material, 1936 -1983 ', Museums Journal, 1986 Ken Arnold and Danielle Olsen One hundred and fifty years after Wellcome's birth, and long after his collections have been scattered throughout the world of museums, a temporary exhibition focusing on his now widely forgotten collections provides an opportunity to consider again both the material legacy of this great collector and its significance for the history of medicine. The exhibition is showing at the British Museum, a choice of venue that itself sets up a series ofintriguing and delightful resonances. For Wellcome happened to be born in the year in which the British Museum celebrated its centenary. The timely celebration of one man's personal collection, the scale of which rivalled national museums across Europe and the United States, is therefore being held within the mother of all those institutions (itself celebrating its two hundred and fiftieth anniversary), a museum whose foundational collections were based primarily on the material legacy of another medical man, Hans Sloane.
Medicine Man
Henry Wellcome was a man of many interests with impressive achievements in a variety of fields. As well as being a collector, he was an entrepreneur and international businessman, patron of medical and scientific research, pioneer of tropical medicine and aerial photography, archaeologist and philanthropist (with particular interest in Sudan and in American Indians), close friend of Henry Stanley and a father.4 He was a compulsive networker and had impressive and wide-ranging connections: Andrew Balfour, May French Sheldon, Lord Kitchener, Joseph Chamberlain, Roger Casement, Oscar Wilde, Lady Randolph Churchill and W M Flinders Petrie to name but a few. He had an insatiable curiosity about "the great past" and led a multi-faceted and unusual life.5
Wellcome was born on a pioneer farm in the American Midwest in 1853. His parents, Solomon and Mary, were deeply religious, his father a minister of the Second Adventist Church. When Henry was eight, following the failure of their potato crop, they moved to Garden City, Minnesota, where his uncle, Jacob Wellcome, lived. Jacob was a doctor and, as he owned his own drugstore, was able to provide employment for Solomon. It Wellcome certainly had grand ambitions for his collection:
In organizing this Museum, my purpose has not been simply to bring together a lot of "curios" for amusement. This collection is intended to be useful to students and useful to all those engaged in research. I have found that the study of the roots and foundations of things greatly assists research, and facilitates discovery and invention.'2
As Ghislaine Lawrence has pointed out, Wellcome was not interested in the strange or the beautiful unless it served a "scientific" purpose in piecing together a history of man. He was optimistic about what science could achieve and was less concerned with directly ameliorating the condition of mankind through the provision of education, improved living conditions, or rational amusement. "It was through science that most benefit would accrue and it was with scientific ventures that he chose to associate his name."13 Like the very first medical museums ofthe Renaissance, Wellcome hoped to create an active place ofresearch. 
Ken Arnold and Danielle Olsen
His museum was meant to facilitate the scientific study of the history of mankind and he regarded the systematic arrangement and study of artefacts as furthering knowledge just as much as the work carried out in his physiological and chemical laboratories. Fired by a belief that certain indigenous populations were dying out, and that their material culture was crucial to the "search for origins", one of Wellcome's principle foci for his collecting energies was in ethnographic material (which, in the end, constituted more than half of his collection).14 Wellcome hoped eventually to create a "Museum of Man", of which medicine would be only a part: a museum that would "connect the links in the chain of human experience which stretch back from the present time into the prehistoric period of the early ages."' 5
Medical Museums Though constituting a tremendously important chapter in the history of medical museums, Wellcome's establishment of a medico-historical museum comes at a very particular point in a long-standing and close relationship between the worlds of medicine and museums. The exhibition Medicine Man is, of course, itself just the latest instance of this intertwined history: a major biomedical research charity (The Wellcome Trust) putting on a major exhibition about the collecting passions of its founder. As ifto make a full circle of that history, the exhibition consciously draws part of its inspiration for a "cultural" approach to medicine from strands of similar thinking evident in the very first European Renaissance museums-founded as they were on a philosophy of wonder and curiosity.16
As a response to Wellcome's material cultural legacy, Medicine Man offers its own experimental approach to curating more as a Renaissance essay than a definitive modem monograph.
A good number of the very first European museums were in fact set up in the apartments and work places of medical men. Many of their curators came from a medical background, and much of the rationale for their "hobby" was in fact medical. The very earliest examples of cabinets in Renaissance Italy were formed in an attempt to manage the sheer flood of new things uncovered in travel to unfamiliar countries, in voyages to completely unknown lands and in the excavation of ancient buildings. A wide selection of the objects they collected were understood in terms of medical "principles" that were held to correspond to a particular function and part of the body. These early curators did notjust set their collections on shelves and admire them. They also engaged with their objects through all their sensesthings were weighed and measured, tasted, scratched and sniffed, and even set fire to. These museums, then, were more like studies in which nature was not just accumulated but also experimented upon, so that museums became sites in which to create experimental knowledge. As such, they provided the model for "theatres of experiments" more generallyplaces in which, for example, to test theories about fossils, to explore the magic of lodestones, and above all to reform materia medica so as to identify new reliable medicines. In all these projects, experiments allowed early curators to marshal their objects into facts that served a particular purpose. It is this spirit of experimentation and application of wonderless in its post-Romantic sense of a jaw-dropping response of awe, and more as a tool for creating knowledge of the material world-that seems to have surfaced again in Wellcome's medical museum.
The natural alliance between curiosities and cures had also surfaced, as has been mentioned, in the life and work of Sir Hans Sloane, whose collection formed an uncanny precedent for Wellcome's own. Trained as a doctor, Sloane's collecting instincts sprang from a curiosity with the material world instilled in medical practitioners eager to balance the natural harm of some substances with the curative properties of others. Later in the eighteenth century, the dominant British medical figures of the Hunter brothers both formed museums: John creating what he saw as an unwritten "book" embodying his new approach to "the Animal Oeconomy"; William being more concerned to establish a teaching museum of anatomy. The cement that has held together the fields of museums and medicine has always had a strong didactic ingredient. During the eighteenth century any number of cabinets comprised entirely of samples of materia medica were formed and used as the core teaching material for courses of medical instruction, often given publicly for a small fee. During the nineteenth century the role of museums became more and more exclusively focused on this educational function, with a simultaneous reduction in the use of medical museums for research purposes. Their place at the cutting edge of certain scientific disciplines gradually gave way to a secondary one of educating "tomorrow's scientists". By the end of the nineteenth century, most of the royal and leamed medical societies in Europe and the United States had gathered collections expressly for the purpose of teaching, more than a few surviving intact to this day. Though not his primary aim, Wellcome's museummaking efforts also contributed to this tradition.
Wellcome seems to have drawn on this 500-year history and then added to it in his own grand fashion. The Exhibition Like so many exhibitions, Medicine Man is a formal exercise in memory-the re-collection of a forgotten museum. It could have been remembered in many ways, a good number of which were toyed with only to be abandoned during the course of the project. This then is not an exhibition that primarily seeks to illuminate Henry Wellcome's own personal rationale as a collector; and it leaves entirely unexplored the question of what it might have meant to an Edwardian audience, had they been permitted to see it. Nor does it aim to place his efforts in the context of the entangled histories of medicine and museums just outlined. Objects are not presented in the form of a medical historical narrative (from Galen to the genome), nor are they arranged to illuminate our anthropological understanding of health and medicine. Laudable exercises all, most would, however, be better served by books than public exhibitions. Medicine Man instead takes its inspiration more directly from Wellcome' s own, attempting to embody rather than explain both his core concern with medicine and his convictions about the power of objects to create their own unique form of knowledge.
Investigations of collections and collectors are all too frequently reduced to lists and numbers, to paper-based exercises that can only gesture at the altogether more powerful experience of wandering through vast storerooms of real things. This can so easily become of illuminating a world culture. However, the culture it focuses on is completely universal, but a little more abstract: it is the culture of "wellbeing". This exhibition therefore presents a temporary diagonal slice across the more rectilinear boundaries usually employed in the disciplined environment of Bloomsbury.
But how to parade the shockingly broad and undisciplined terrain covered by Wellcome's collections without simply creating the impression of a hodgepodge: a couple of rooms full of all sorts of everything? Medicine Man ends up championing the idea of the power of the unvarnished objects in and of themselves, and provides a forked path through the selected miscellany by adopting three fundamentally different styles of presentation and juxtaposition. In an attempt to make more out of less, the exhibition first presents just six startling or haunting objects: George III's hair, a shrunken head from Ecuador, Van Gogh's etching of his doctor, a selection of amulets, an Elizabethan illuminated manuscript of marvels and monsters, and a set of prosthetic devices. They are an eclectic taster of what is to come, but, through a series of different stories narrated about each one, they also make clear what varied meanings these objects have depending on one's point of view. The same artificial arm and attachments, for example, meant altogether different things to their maker and user, and would today conjure up very different thoughts and feelings for an amputee and a designer of tools for the disabled.
Elsewhere in the show, groups of objects are presented in two radically different styles. Six showcases explore very broad themes through the arrangement of highly heterogeneous elements. So that under the sub-title 'The body under attack', for example, Ambroise Pare's The Forgotten Museum of Henry Wellcome sixteenth-century work on surgery in the field of combat is shown together with a plate from Richard Bright's illustrated atlas of pathological symptoms and a skull showing signs of trepanning and a war shield from Papua New Guinea. The practice of war, the development of surgery and the conceptualization ofdisease can, we want to suggest, be linked in visually suggestive ways, and this through the venerable strategy of yielding knowledge through contrast and comparison. A rather different style of presentation works instead through homogeneity; showing massed arrangement of pharmaceutical glassware, surgical metalwork (obstetrical forceps and amputation saws), terracotta Roman votive offerings, ex-voto pictures, masks and headdresses, prosthetic limbs, photographs and paintings. In these cases one can appreciate how much about the development of health-related practices and beliefs can be uncovered through the fine-grained study of such sub-collections. Through a more decorative form of display, they also draw attention to a fundamental aspect of Wellcome's collecting habits: that he amassed collections as much as objects. His was a museum of museums.
Material Culture and the History of Medicine One of the most arresting of Caravaggio's paintings takes as its subject The incredulity of Saint Thomas. The painting captures with singular power the moment when this emblematic doubter tentatively probes Christ's wound with a hesitant finger. It is Thomas' expression that fixes our attention, leaving us in no doubt that his physical contact with this irrefutable evidence of the resurrection is what enables him to regain his faith. In a more secular context, Caravaggio seems to urge us to consider the power that "real objects" have in enabling people to know and believe things. This is the fare of museums and exhibitions, and it is an idea that potentially further enriches medical history.'7
The subject of medicine has, arguably, a special potency to touch us in profound ways. Wefeel its history through artefacts, not just because they can tangibly engage our sense of touch (albeit in museums through a curious ritual of restrained contact), but also because they often literally relate to our hidden insides.'8 Objects potentially have an ability to interrupt and rise above the narrative flow of written history researched One of the approaches to displaying objects in Medicine Man-that of presenting a particular object type through dozens and dozens of varied examples-draws directly on the tradition of studying material culture within the history of medicine. Significant results have been achieved here, but much more remains to be done, and in particular through their imaginative integration into other more general historical practice. Numerous object types suggest themselves here for further investigation: surgical and diagnostic instruments, moulages, human specimens, patient-produced art work, medical posters, public education films, army medical collections, pharmaceutical products and packaging, the attire and costume of medical practitioners, and collections of medical illustrations. Of these, medical instruments have perhaps been the best studied, but even here, as Gretchen Worden has said, "medical historians can exhibit a surprising lack of curiosity when given the opportunity to examine and use an instrument devised by one of the great names in medicine."20 Just the sight of a seventeenth-century amputation saw, reminiscent of one you might find in a junior carpentry set, provides a direct reminder of the brute physicality involved in operations at this time. An opportunity to handle them only helps to drive the point home. While the development ofparticular types ofequipment-the increasing use of steel rather than bone handles for surgical equipment, for example-can more subtly suggest a measure of how quickly new theories were accepted, in this case the idea that diseases were spread by germs that could be killed off through the introduction of sterile environments and equipment. Medical instruments also crystallize a specific point of contact between practitioner and patient, and consequently they have the potential to reveal much about the relationship between the two. Hence the significance, for example, of the developments in the form and appearance of obstetrical forceps during the eighteenth century in order to make them appear less frightening to the patients.21
The final aspect of Medicine Man worth calling attention to is the employment of an eclecticism that can verge on the bizarre. The old and the new, the serious and the frivolous, the beautiful and the ugly are all juxtaposed in order to animate and illuminate universal themes of understanding the body and its response to attack, of birth and death, and of seeking help and treating oneself. It is here that one sees the direct results of a process of ', Caduceus, 1993, 9: 111-18, p. 11 1. production that inevitably draws on the knowledge and skills of professionals in many disciplines: historians, ethnographers and archaeologists, but also designers, artists and publicists. This element of collaboration across disciplinary boundaries (a necessity rather than optional luxury in the world of exhibitions), and the role it plays in making such projects appeal to more than just a specialist audience, might also have a bearing on the history ofmedicine. It stands as a testament to the fact that one way ofcreating knowledge is to bridge gaps of comprehension between territories of expertise. And having been so instrumental in pulling apart the world of knowledge, it seems appropriate that museums may now be ready to play a significant role in folding that rigid view of the world back in on itself. Temporary exhibitions, in particular, have in recent years been embraced as a form of fixed-term experiment, a licence to produce provocative cross-disciplinary essays rather than definitive monographs. Here it seems is the excuse temporarily to put the world back together in different ways, to test out new forms of reality. The experimental reality of Medicine Man is one that was curated out of a fraction of Henry Wellcome's forgotten museum. A measure of its success will lie in whether or not it encourages others to draw on material from the same source and compose entirely different essays.
